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Many companies use Wonderlic testing as a secondary/additional test in their recruitment process. Fortunately, we've been preparing for almost every test! When you buy this Wonderlic Premium PrepPack™, you can get extra PrepPacks™ of your choice for free! The Wonderlic Personnel Test (WPT) is also known as
the Wonderlic Cognitive Ability Test (CAT). This test is not a measure of how smart you are, but rather how well you are prepared for it. The WPT is best known for being the standard for cognitive ability assessment for NFL players during the draft season. It's a short, fast-paced test that comes in a quick (WPT-Q) and a
full version (WPT-R), both aimed at assessing your ability to follow instructions, work under pressure, and solve problems. Here are the different types of Wonderlic Tests: Players like Tom Brady, Cam Newton, Drew Brees and more all got to find out how good they performed before training them. This test is all about
knowing the right strategies to get the highest possible score while simultaneously completing all the specific questions. This way, your future employer will be able to predict how you will manage hard jobs under strict time limits. Want to improve your chances of hiring by 73%? See the Full Custom Wonderlic Practice
Test Package: Practical Questions, Answers &amp; Explanations &gt; Free Wonderlic Practice Test Get a Feel for the Real Wonderlic Personnel Test with this sample test that includes some of the most typical types of WPT questions: Free Wonderlic Personal Test Practice Watch the video below for an in-depth look at
the Wonderlic Personal Test: Wonderlic Personal Test Questions These are the 4 types of wonderlic test questions (also called the Cognitive Ability Test). Let's take a deeper look at the questions, form and test score. Learn about them to learn more about your upcoming wonderlic cognitive ability test: Spatial Reasoning
Spatial Reasoning questions evaluate your ability to use logic to discern different patterns. This capability is important in a wide range of fields, such as architecture, design, engineering, and various military positions. You can also apply this skill to everyday office tasks. What's he like? A person with strong spatial
reasoning skills will generally have the ability to approach complex situations and find unique solutions in a way that others may not be able to do. Speed questions are generally easy but are thrown at you very quickly. For example, a question can be as simple as what is not food? When answering this question, you
should choose from a list of four possibilities, such as cake, banana, dessert, and desert. While we all know that dessert is a food course and desert is a warm area, it can be easy to confuse them under pressure. Oral reasoning oral questions are used to measure candidates' abilities in an office environment. These
questions are important because they assess the skills related to the Language. For example, you may be tested in anagrams, an names vs. synonyms, metaphors, and common or common proverbs. In addition, you may be given a suggestion such as: One hand has two monkeys. After reading this statement, you will
be asked whether the proposal can be arranged in a correct sentence. Mathematical problems word Questions in this word math problem section will contain a mixture of both long and short word problems. For example, consider this example: On the stock market, four different shares have an average price of $100 per
share. The price of a Drone share is $70. What is the average price of the three other stocks (not including the Drone stock)? Continue practicing with the full Wonderlic preparation package Get instant access to hundreds of practice questions with complete solutions, solving tips, study guides and more. Best $80 I've
ever spent! Having these practice tests removed all the stress of taking the test, I crushed it!. Robert C. ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Wonderlic Ratings Test Results Each company and job requires a different minimum success score in the Wonderlic exam. Below are some common professions and their required wonderlic scores (according
to Wonderlic data). However, it is important to note that you need to know what your particular company, position or department requires from its candidates. Other Wonderlic Prep Trials: Wonderlic Scholastic Level Exams (SLE) The Wonderlic SLE is used as part of the recruitment process at universities across the
United States, to help recruiters better assess your ability to succeed in the selected program. In many cases, testing is an important factor in the acceptance process and failure to succeed will result in a rejection letter. Exam scores will measure your math, logic, verbal and general knowledge. See the Wonderlic
Scholastic Level Exams Custom PrepPack™ &gt;&gt; Wonderlic Basic Skills Test (BST) This is the basic skill test, which fulfills various roles. By checking the general educational development of the tester, the examination reveals how the candidate (student or employee) will achieve either participatory or advanced
positions. This test covers oral and quantitative reasoning skills. Below you can find a brief description of each section: See the Wonderlic Basic Skills Test Tailored PrepPack™ &gt;&gt; Wonscore Test Wonscore is the newest test invented by Wonderlic. It combines the inventory of personnel, characteristics and the
assessment of potential incentives. This assessment provides employers with a comprehensive package with which they can assess incoming applicants. Three test sections include: Staff, Personal Incentive Feature See the Wonderlic Basic Skills Test Tailored PrepPack™ &gt;&gt; More People Recommend the
Custom Wonderlic Personal Full PrepPack™ ❝Worker Knowledge about Process and Goals, as well as useful techniques to apply.❞ Len J. ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ❝It's excellent material and testing practice for your final exam. 90% of the questions on the test is of the same type as those you practice in JobTestPrep's Wonderlic
package. I am very satisfied and highly recommend this product. Good luck!❞Mubaser ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Wonderlic FAQ: You want to know if your candidates have the ability to learn, adapt, solve problems and understand the instructions. Organizations of all sizes (and from literally every industry) trust Wonderlic's respected and
widely accepted estimates. I/O-tested, industry-approved. Why evaluate cognitive ability? Because it's the biggest predictor of success. Looks like you just solved a bunch of problems. You're welcome. The first test publisher to create a short form of cognitive ability testing for the workplace, Wonderlic is the founding



father of cognitive ability tests for jobs. For over 80 years, Wonderlic has led the industry in effective, predictive measurement of cognitive ability. Learn how Dr. Wonderlic brought the data for Start Improvement recruitment with hands-on free practice for the Wonderlic Personnel Test Questions (Cognitive Ability Test) ⦿
interactive tests, answers, explanations, and rating Reports Taking a Test Tomorrow? Improve your score in a few hours with this PrepPack™. Hey, are you getting the Wonderlic Personal Test soon? If you are looking to prepare and improve your score, you have come to the right place! Consider everything you need to
know about test topics with sample questions Get a free, 30-question Wonderlic-style practice test + a detailed score report. Subscribe to my 100% free, best-selling prep course for cognitive fitness tests Get links to the best free resource practices, including official wonderlic test questions Understand the test scoring
system and what is considered a good score The Wonderlic Personal Test is a pre-employment, cognitive skill test that stands between you and your next job. It measures your problem-solving skills and your ability to perform under pressure (12 minutes to be exact). To pass this test successfully, you need to make sure
that you are skilled at solving the different types of questions that this test presents, and in managing your time effectively to make wise judgments quickly. In addition, you need to prepare mentally and be confident in your ability to perform well. All this requires preparation, and that's why I'm here! Take a free practice
test before I dive into the contents of the Wonderlic staff test, it's important to have a visual view of what the test looks like. The following illustration shows the main components you should know: the timer in the upper right corner, the navigation buttons that you go back and forth between questions, the multi-selection
format that will be dominant throughout the majority of the test. Above, an illustration of the format and appearance of the test. The query consists for demonstration purposes The Wonderlic Personnel Test consists of four general categories: General Knowledge, Abstract Reasoning, Verbal Reasoning, and Numerical
Arithmetic The following table shows a basic analysis of each type of question, followed by a more detailed description of each with sample questions. As you can see, there are many kinds of questions to review. General Abstract Reasoning Verbal Reasoning Numerical Reasoning – Finding Errors – Date Recognition –
General Events – Spatial Reasoning – 3D Shapes &amp; tiles – Pattern Recognition – Grammar – Proportions – Vocabulary – Synonyms &amp; An names – Sentence Structure &amp; Order – Word scrambles – Abstract Reasoning – Word Problems – Numbering – Fraction Price – Numerical Patterns Some of the
questions will test topics such as general knowledge, finding errors, ordering things chronologically and identifying dates. This section controls spatial reasoning, pattern recognition, and the ability to manipulate and visualize 2D and 3D shapes. Verbal reasoning questions test your knowledge of the English language and
your logical and abstract reasoning skills. These questions generally consist of grammar, proportions, vocabulary, and conclusions. There will also be questions covering topics such as metaphors, anagrams, word shuffles, sentence shuffles, word groups, and identifying words that are similar or different. You will be
asked to identify whether a pair of words are synonyms or each other's an names, or whether they are irrelevant. Other questions will have you rearranged suggestions that may not make sense grammatically. Another type of question will require you to use your abstraction skills; You will be presented with various
statements and then asked to conclude whether another statement is true or false based on the original statements. The Numerical Reasoning category will test your mathematical abilities more. Many of these questions are word problems, so they are not only mathematical problems, but they are a combination of words
and numbers. They will test your reading comprehension skills in addition to your mathematical abilities. The questions cover topics such as algebra, percentages, proportions, decimal places, and averages. There will also be number series questions, where you will need to look at a series of numbers and figure out
which number then comes in the row. These questions will probably be the most difficult and time-consuming questions, especially since you will not be allowed to use a computer. While the material covered by the test is not particularly complex or advanced, the test is difficult due to its time constraints. I recommend
getting started by downloading my free Wonderlic practice test, which is offered below to get a sense of the real There are two slightly different versions of the Wonderlic staff test. First, there is the Standard Wonderlic Personal Test (WPT-R), which consists of 50 multiple choice questions and is administered in 12
minutes. This test is usually proctored and will be administered early in your application However, you may need to take the Wonderlic - QuickTest (WPT-Q) personnel test before taking WPT-R. Wonderlic Personal Test - QuickTest (WPT-Q) There is also a smaller version of the test called Wonderlic Personal Test -
QuickTest (WPT-Q), which is only 30 questions and takes 8 minutes. WPT-Q is not proctored and is often taken from home, and is generally used as a precursor to WPT-R. This means that you may be asked to take this from home, and only if you do well will you be asked to take WPT-R. The content of the two tests is
the same, as they differ only in length, so our practice materials will prepare you for whatever version you get. Go ahead and get my free Wonderlic-style practice test, which includes 30 questions and has an 8-minute timeout. This is basically a simulation of QuickTest (WPT-Q). After completion, you will receive a
detailed score report that will tell you how you did it in each topic. You will also be able to check the answers and explanations. In WPT-R, every question is worth 1 point. If you have each question right, you will get a perfect score of 50. On the WPT-Q, each question is worth 1.66 points, which means that a perfect
score will still be 50, even if there are only 30 questions. The score for the specific position you are applying for will vary depending on the employer's identity, needs and work available to you. Once you have completed the test, a detailed score report will be automatically sent to the employer for review. This report will
show how your score compares to the employer's target score, how well you did compared to the group of candidates competing with you at work, and how well you did compared to the general population of candidates. The average score on the Wonderlic test is 20 correct answers out of 50. The graph below shows
you about what a good score is, in terms of the general population. Remember, in the end, a good score depends on what the employer has put in advance when planning the screening process for the position. And here's how the employer will see the final information on their screen: The column on the right will tell the
employer whether or not they should continue hiring a candidate. S stands for Strong, M for Medium and W for Weak. Weak.
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